Evokeup Growth Agency
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September 04, 2019

What makes the Evokeup Agency team awesome?
● We love market intelligence! At Evokeup Agency you have the opportunity to work
with growing mobile apps and games across verticals and help them integrate a
solution that has the power to have a huge impact on their business!
● As part of our creative team you will work alongside the industry’s top talent
where you will have the chance to not only learn but also grow professionally.
● Work at the forefront of B2B platforms - where the product is constantly evolving
and getting better and better with each new iteration.
● You get to have a direct impact on the success of the mobile apps and games by
strategically helping clients.

What will I bring to the team?
● 100s of top publishers of mobile apps and games rely and trust on our services.
As a graphic designer at Evokeup you have to adopt yourself in our hunger for
excellence.
● You have to creatively create powerful graphics including but not limited to app
icons, app screenshots, promotional banners, advertisement graphic, social
media posts, logos, mockups, and web and app prototypes.
● We firmly believe in exceeding limits and forcing exceptional results, so
sometimes(if not often) you have to say goodbye to your comfort zone.
● Sometimes if we've overloaded projects then our content writers, product
managers and ASO managers will also show their hidden creativity of graphic
designers:) . So being self-driven, positive attitude and having control on inner
thoughts is obvious for this position.
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Why choose Team Evokeup?
We believe that building a great product and a great company starts with finding
amazing people and helping them grow and develop professionally and personally. At
Evokeup Agency, you’ll be surrounded by innovative, passionate and creative people
that are looking to drive real impact. We are proud to have over 8 talented and
passionate professionals, and we strongly believe in winning together as a way of
driving a successful business!
Our Values:
● Data Driven: We believe data driven decisions are the key to success and we are
evangelists for the power of digital insights.
● Passionate: We care deeply about what we do, are accountable for our actions
and are committed to helping each other.
● Excellence: We believe in excellence as a mindset. It’s in our nature; and we work
hard to make a difference
● Winning Together: We know what it takes to build a great company and a great
product and it begins with valuing each and every member of our team and
working together to reach new heights.
● Hunger For Excellence: At Evokeup, we empower the vision of mobile apps and
games publishers. We adopt ourself in their mission and goal in no time.
Everyday through our works we sketch the next upcoming digital revolution. We
are proud to say that we grow apps, we are team Evokeup.
You can apply directly from the website or alternatively you can send us your
amazing resume to career@evokeup.com.

